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Brother TZE-S641 label-making tape Black on yellow TZ

Brand : Brother Product code: TZE-S641

Product name : TZE-S641

Black on Yellow tape f/ P-Touch, 18mm, 8m

Brother TZE-S641 label-making tape Black on yellow TZ:

For Use With:
PT-1300, PT-1400, PT-1500, PT-1500PC, PT-1600, PT-1650, PT-1700, PT-1750, PT-1800, PT-1810,
PT-1830, PT-1830C, PT-1830SC, PT-1830VP, PT-1880, PT-18R, PT-1900, PT-1910, PT-1950, PT-1960,
PT-2030, PT-2030AD, PT-2030VP, PT-2100, PT-2110, PT-2200, PT-2210, PT-2300, PT-2310, PT-2400,
PT-2410, PT-2430PC, PT-2500PC, PT-2600, PT-2610, PT-2700, PT-2710, PT-2730, PT-2730VP, PT-300,
PT-300B, PT-310, PT-310B, PT-320, PT-330, PT-350, PT-3600, PT-520, PT-530, PT-540, PT-550, PT-580C,
PT-9200DX, PT-9200PC, PT-9400, PT-9500PC, PT-9600
Brother TZE-S641. Label colour: Black on yellow, Tape type: TZ, Brand compatibility: Brother. Tape
width: 1.8 cm, Tape length: 8 m, Width: 22 mm. Tape size: 1.8 cm

Features

Label colour * Black on yellow
Tape type TZ
Laminated
Brand compatibility Brother

Compatibility
P-Touch PT-1830, 1950, 2030, 2100,
2430, 2470, 2700, 2730, 7600,
9700, 9800, E300, H300

Weight & dimensions

Tape width * 1.8 cm
Tape length 8 m
Width 22 mm
Depth 68 mm

Weight & dimensions

Height 105 mm
Weight 51 g
Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package width 285 mm
Package depth 435 mm
Package height 265 mm
Package type Blister
Package weight 77 g

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 48219090

Other features

Tape size 1.8 cm
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